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Ultrafast transient broadband absorption spectroscopy based on the Pump–Supercontinuum

Probe (PSCP) technique has been applied to characterize the excited state dynamics of the newly-

synthesized artificial b-carotene derivative 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene in the wavelength range

340–770 nm with ca. 60 fs cross-correlation time after excitation to the S2 state. The influence of

phenyl substitution at the polyene backbone has been investigated in different solvents by

comparing the dynamics of the internal conversion (IC) processes S2 - S1 and S1 - S0* with

results for b-carotene. Global analysis provides IC time constants and also time-dependent S1
spectra demonstrating vibrational relaxation processes. Intramolecular vibrational redistribution

processes are accelerated by phenyl substitution and are also solvent-dependent. DFT and

TDDFT-TDA calculations suggest that both phenyl rings prefer an orientation where their ring

planes are almost perpendicular to the plane of the carotene backbone, largely decoupling them

electronically from the polyene system. This is consistent with several experimental observations:

the up-field chemical shift of adjacent hydrogen atoms by a ring-current effect of the phenyl

groups in the 1H NMR spectrum, a small red-shift of the S0 - S2(0–0) transition energy in the

steady-state absorption spectrum relative to b-carotene, and almost the same S1 - S0* IC time

constant as in b-carotene, suggesting a similar S1–S0 energy gap. The oscillator strength of the

S0 - S2 transition of the diphenyl derivative is reduced by ca. 20%. In addition, we observe a

highly structured ground state bleach combined with excited state absorption at longer

wavelengths, which is typical for an ‘‘S* state’’. Both features can be clearly assigned to

absorption of vibrationally hot molecules in the ground electronic state S0* superimposed on the

bleach of room temperature molecules S0. The S0* population is formed by IC from S1. These

findings are discussed in detail with respect to alternative interpretations previously reported in

the literature. Understanding the dynamics of this type of artificial phenyl-substituted carotene

systems appears useful regarding their future structural optimization with respect to enhanced

thermal stability while keeping the desired photophysical properties.

1. Introduction

Carotenoids represent a diverse group of naturally occurring dye

molecules and act as accessory light-harvesting pigments in the

blue-green spectral region, where chlorophyll absorption is weak.1

Carotenoids also protect against excessive light conditions

through singlet–singlet energy transfer or by quenching both

singlet and triplet states of bacteriochlorophylls. Apart from

photosynthesis, carotenoids are found in virtually all living organ-

isms and play a key role in protective mechanisms by quenching

reactive oxygen species, which is most likely of high relevance to

the defense against several diseases. Besides, carotenoids are of

great importance in the food industry as coloring and anti-

oxidizing agents and therefore synthesized on an industrial scale.2

Once a carotenoid molecule is one-photon excited to its

bright S2(1
1Bu

+) state, the simple electronic relaxation
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pathway S2(1
1Bu

+) - S1(2
1Ag

�) - S0(1
1Ag

�) is frequently

assumed for interpreting the excited state dynamics and is

consistent with many spectroscopic observations.3 Typical

lifetimes reported in the literature are roughly 100–200 fs for

S2 and a few to several hundred picoseconds for S1 (depending

mainly on the effective conjugation length). In addition,

several other states have been suggested as potentially impor-

tant intermediates, such as 11Bu
� and S*, yet their relevance in

the excited-state network is currently hotly debated.4–6 For

instance, several interpretations regarding the origin of the S*

state have been put forward, describing it either as an

electronically excited state,7–12 the vibrationally hot ground

electronic state (S0*)
6,13–16 or the vibrationally hot S1 state.

17

In Section 4.6, we present an extended discussion of our

current findings considering previous results.

Various questions regarding crucial details of the photo-

physical and structural properties of carotenoids are therefore

still not resolved. One promising approach to obtain a better

understanding of these issues are controlled systematic

changes of the molecular structure, e.g. at the polyene back-

bone of natural C40 carotenoids, by appropriate synthesis

methods, as carried out in the present paper. In this report,

we have focused on a newly-synthesized artificial C40 carote-

noid with two phenyl rings at the C13 and C13
0 positions,

namely 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene (see Fig. 1), which retains

the same conjugated double bond polyene system as

b-carotene. This way, one can study the influence of increased

steric complexity and/or changes in electronic substituents on

the energetic positions of the electronic states of these polyene

systems and their photophysical properties. We present

investigations of the steady-state spectroscopy and the ultra-

fast excited state dynamics of this modified b-carotene
by employing ultrafast Pump–SuperContinuum-Probe (PSCP)

broadband absorption spectroscopy covering the UV to the

near IR range. We combine our experiments also with theore-

tical calculations based on DFT/TDDFT-TDA methods

to obtain information on how the two phenyl substituents

at the polyene backbone influence the molecular structure

and the location, charge distribution and lifetime of the

low-lying electronic states. The results of this study are

also relevant to the development of artificial carotenoid-

based systems with superior thermal and photochemical

stability, which can e.g. be used as conducting molecular

wires.18

2. Experimental

2.1 Synthesis of 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene and

its characterization

Synthesis of the novel 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene (1) was

carried out by the application of the double elimination

protocol to the coupling product between [(2E,4E)-3-methyl-

5-(2,6,6-trimethylcyclohex-1-enyl)penta-2,4-dienylsulfonyl]benzene

(3) and (E)-2,7-diphenyloct-4-enedial (4) (see ESIz for the

numbering of compounds).19 The lithium anion of the allylic

sulfone 3, which was prepared by treatment of n-BuLi, reacted

with a half equivalent dial 4 in THF at �78 1C to produce the

required carbon skeleton for the carotene 1. The resulting diol

functional groups of the coupling product 5 were protected as

methoxymethyl (MOM) ethers, which then underwent double

eliminations of benzenesulfonyl and MOM groups under

refluxing conditions in cyclohexane/benzene (B5 : 1 v : v)

using KOMe. The carotene 1 was purified by recrystallization

and characterized to be all-trans configuration based on 1H

NMR analysis. The experimental details are included in the

ESI.z
Data for 1: 1H NMR d 0.91 (s, 12H), 1.42–1.48 (m, 4H),

1.55–1.64 (m, 4H), 1.68 (s, 6H), 1.71 (s, 6H), 2.00 (dd, J= 6.4,

6.0 Hz, 4H), 6.08 (A of ABq, J = 16.4 Hz, 2H; H7), 6.09 (B of

ABq, J = 16.4 Hz, 2H; H8), 6.11 (d, J = 10.6 Hz, 2H; H10),

6.15–6.20 (m, 2H; H15), 6.22 (dd, J = 14.4, 10.6 Hz, 2H; H11),

6.24–6.28 (m, 2H; H14), 6.43 (d, J = 14.4 Hz, 2H; H12),

7.16–7.22 (m, 4H), 7.34–7.39 (m, 2H), 7.39–7.46 (m, 4H) ppm;
13C NMR d 15.7, 22.2, 24.7, 31.9, 31.9, 36.1, 37.2, 42.6, 130.0,

130.3, 131.2, 131.4, 132.5, 132.9, 133.7, 134.8, 135.4, 139,4,

139.7, 140.7, 140.8, 140.9, 146.4 ppm; IR (KBr) 3030, 2930,

1717, 1684, 1653, 1636 cm�1; HRMS (FAB+) calcd for

C50H60 660.4695, found 660.4691.

2.2 PSCP spectroscopy

A description of the setup and the principles of PSCP spectro-

scopy are given elsewhere.20–22 Briefly, a Ti : sapphire oscillator-

regenerative amplifier system delivered 780 nm pulses at a

repetition frequency of 920 Hz with 100 fs pulse length at an

energy of 1 mJ pulse�1. This source was employed for the

generation of ultrashort pump and probe pulses in two home-

built NOPAs.23,24 The pump NOPA was set to generate pulses

at 485–500 nm. These were afterwards compressed by a quartz

prism pair and then attenuated to excite the carotenes via their

S0 - S2(0–0) transition. Photon densities of ca. 5 � 1014 cm�2

were employed for excitation. The output of the second NOPA

was centered at 550 nm and passed through another identical

compression stage before focusing it into a 1 mm thick CaF2

plate for generation of a supercontinuum (range used in this

study: 340–770 nm). The supercontinuum was spectrally

filtered, and then split into a reference and sample path. Pump

and probe pulses were overlapped in the flow cell (path length:

400 mm, window thickness: 200 mm) at magic-angle

polarization. Two spectrographs with 512 element photodiode

arrays were employed to detect the reference and sample

beams. Transient spectra for each pump–probe delay represent

the average of three independent scans (1500 shots total with

single-shot baseline correction). In the experiments, the
Fig. 1 Chemical structures of 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene (1) and

b-carotene (2).
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pump–probe intensity cross-correlation time of the setup was

between 55 and 62 fs and the time accuracy 10 fs. The transient

signals were analyzed globally based on the kinetic scheme

S2 - S1 - S0* - S0, where S0* is the intermediately formed

vibrationally excited ground electronic state.6,13–15 The

modeling also included a possible time dependence for the

individual spectra of the respective electronic states.6,25 In the

current study, such a time dependence was required to

adequately describe relaxation processes in the S1 state and

collisional deactivation of S0* molecules, for details see

Section 4.3. Time constants and spectral shapes were opti-

mized simultaneously in an automated fashion during the

fitting procedure.

3. Theoretical calculations

Briefly, the equilibrium structures of 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene
and b-carotene in the ground electronic state were optimized

by density functional theory (DFT) using the B3LYP

functional26 and a 6-311G** basis set. Subsequently, time-

dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)27,28 using the

Tamm-Dancoff approximation (TDA)29 was applied to these

geometries for calculating the first five excited singlet

electronic states at vertical excitation using the BLYP,30a

B3LYP and SVWN30b,c functionals and a 6-31+G* basis set.

Calculations were carried out using the Q-CHEM 3.0 pack-

age.31 For a detailed discussion of known limits and draw-

backs of TDDFT methods in the description of excited

polyene electronic states see ref. 32.

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Electronic steady-state absorption spectroscopy

The upper panel of Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the steady-

state absorption spectra of 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene (1) and
b-carotene (2) in n-hexane. Assuming C2h symmetry, one-

photon absorption of carotenoids is symmetry-forbidden for

S0(1
1Ag

�) - S1(2
1Ag

�), and the strong absorption in the

blue–green region is therefore due to the S0(1
1Ag
�) - S2(1

1Bu
+)

transition. We observed a red-shift of the absorption band for

1 relative to 2 in organic solvents: for example, in n-hexane,

414 cm�1 and 401 cm�1 for the 0–0 and 0–1 transitions,

respectively. Similar red-shifts for 1 relative to 2 were observed

in other organic solvents (acetone, THF, i-octane, toluene and

CH2Cl2), and the extent of the red-shift was slightly dependent

on the solvent (370–430 cm�1). The widths of the absorption

bands in Fig. 2 were similar for 1 (FWHM 3913 cm�1) and 2

(4026 cm�1). We note that the absorption coefficient at the

spectral maximum of 1 was about 20% smaller than for 2

(1.32 � 105 for 1 and 1.72 � 105 L mol�1 cm�1 for 2 in

CH2Cl2), resulting in an oscillator strength ratio of 0.78. For

further details see Table S2 and Fig. S2 in the ESI.z
The energetic position of the absorption band maximum of

b-carotene correlates well with the Lorentz–Lorenz function

R(n) = (n2 � 1)/(n2 + 2) (n being the refractive index of the

solvent).33–35 This is attributed to dispersion effects due to the

higher polarizability of S2 compared with S0.
33 The lower

panel of Fig. 2 illustrates the absorption maxima of b-carotene

in nonpolar organic solvents (R(n) = 0.20–0.35) and super-

critical CO2 (R(n) = 0.10–0.15) employing eqn (1).35 By

extrapolating these values to R(n) = 0 one can estimate the

gas-phase limit of the S0 - S2(0–1) transition of b-carotene35

~n(S0 - S2(0–1)) (2) = [24 380 � 9431R(n)] cm�1 (1)

The estimated uncertainty for the gas-phase value of 2 is

ca. 120 cm�1. An analogous procedure can be applied for

13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene. The extrapolation based on the

three data points in n-hexane, i-octane and toluene (filled

circles in the lower panel of Fig. 2) yields:

~n(S0 - S2(0–1)) (1) = [23 980 � 9428R(n)] cm�1 (2)

Because currently no steady-state absorption data for 1 in

supercritical fluids are available for the extrapolation, the

uncertainty of the extrapolated gas-phase value is larger than

for 2, and we estimate it to be 300 cm�1. We estimate the

energy difference for the S0 - S2(0–1) transition of the two

carotenes in the gas-phase limit to be 400 cm�1. Similarly, we

can determine the energy for the 0–0 transition by considering

the spacing between the 0–0 and 0–1 peaks, for example

1300 cm�1 in n-hexane. This provides the energy of the

S0 - S2(0–0) transition as 22 660 cm�1 (20 500 cm�1) for

13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene and 23 070 cm�1 (20 910 cm�1) for

b-carotene in the gas-phase (n-hexane).

Fig. 2 (A) Comparison of steady-state absorption spectra of

13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene (solid line) with b-carotene (dashed line).

Both spectra were recorded in n-hexane at room temperature. The

spectrum for b-carotene was normalized to one, and the spectrum of

the 13,130-derivative was rescaled so that the experimentally observed

ratio of the absorption maxima was reproduced accordingly. (B)

Absorption maxima (~n0–1max in cm�1) as a function of the solvent

polarizability function R(n) = (n2 � 1)/(n2 + 2) in nonpolar solvents:

(open circles) b-carotene in organic solvents, (open squares)

b-carotene in supercritical CO2 (from ref. 35 and references therein);

(filled circles) 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene (nonpolar solvents of this

work: n-hexane, i-octane and toluene). Dotted lines are linear fits to the

experimental data points extrapolated to the respective gas-phase limits.
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The introduction of the two phenyls brings about a clear

bathochromic shift. The ca. 400 cm�1 red-shift is less than

what is found when adding an extra double bond to the

conjugated polyene backbone.36 This indicates that the two

phenyl rings have a relatively weak influence on the conjugated

system. As will be shown below, this is consistent with our

other results from ultrafast excited state dynamics, the DFT/

TDDFT-TDA calculations and also the 1H-NMR data. Inter-

estingly, in the experiment we find a ca. 20% reduction in

oscillator strength upon phenyl substitution.

4.2 Transient PSCP spectra

Representative ultrafast broadband absorption spectra of 1

and 2 in acetone are shown in Fig. 3 and 4, respectively. The

carotenes were excited at the S0 - S2(0–0) transition (485 nm).

Additional PSCP spectra were recorded for 1 in n-hexane and

2 in THF (not shown), for transient PSCP spectra of 2 in

n-hexane see ref. 6. Table 1 summarizes experimental

conditions and kinetic information extracted from the PSCP

spectra.

The top panel of Fig. 3 contains the evolution of the PSCP

spectra between �0.20 and 0 ps (20 fs steps). At early times,

negative ground state bleaching (GSB, S0 - S2) and

stimulated emission (SE, S2 - S0) are developing. Raman

structure of the carotene is superimposed and is more promi-

nent on the anti-Stokes side. At the same time, transient

excited state absorption (ESA) is formed above 620 nm, which

is assigned to an S2 - Sn transition. Similar observations are

made for b-carotene in Fig. 4, however the whole spectrum is

clearly blue-shifted.

The middle panel in Fig. 3 shows the further spectral

evolution from 0.05 ps to 0.5 ps in 50 fs steps, and from

0.5 ps to 1.5 ps in 500 fs steps. A fast internal conversion (IC)

from the S2 to the S1 state occurs (time constant 180 fs),

characterized by the decay of the SE and ESA features of S2
and the concomitant increase of the S1 - Sn ESA band

centered around 570 nm which has a weak shoulder at

ca. 520 nm. There is additional spectral evolution of this band

in the 600–700 nm region, appearing as a weak blue-shift and a

slight narrowing on the red band edge: one can see this effect

clearly by comparing the two spectra marked as green and red

lines. The dynamics are due to relaxation processes in S1,

which will be discussed below. For b-carotene (Fig. 4), the

whole spectrum is blue-shifted, and a sharper S1 - Sn ESA

band with a more pronounced blue shoulder is observed. Also,

we note already here that the S1 relaxation dynamics in the

Fig. 3 Transient PSCP absorption spectra of 13,130-diphenyl-b-
carotene in acetone for excitation at 485 nm (cross correlation 59 fs):

(upper panel) �0.2–0 ps with 20 fs steps; (middle panel) 0.05–0.50 ps

and 0.50–1.50 ps with 50 fs and 500 fs steps, respectively; (lower panel)

2–20 ps and 25–50 ps with 2 ps and 5 ps steps, respectively. Some

transient spectra are plotted as thick colored lines for guidance. For

comparison, the inverted and scaled steady-state absorption spectrum

is shown in the lower panel as a blue dashed line.

Fig. 4 Same as in Fig. 3 but for b-carotene in acetone: excitation at

485 nm, cross correlation 62 fs.
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phenyl substituted carotene are accelerated substantially

(by a factor of two) compared to b-carotene.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 3 and 4 (2–50 ps) we observe the

decay of the S1 - Sn ESA band and the concomitant filling-up

of the GSB with a characteristic time constant of 9.3 ps

(9.0 ps), see Table 1, due to the S1 - S0* IC process. We

note that there is almost no GSB and spectral development

below 400 nm in any of the transient spectra, despite of the

fact that there is a small amplitude of the steady-state absorp-

tion spectrum (blue dashed line) in this spectral region. Such

an effect was previously observed for b-carotene in THF

and n-hexane,6,12a,37 adonixanthin in acetone22 and macro-

carotenes.13 This feature therefore appears to be rather general

for carotenes, and is most likely due to an overlapping

S1 - Sn+1 ESA transition in the UV region.

4.3 Global kinetic analysis of PSCP data

We performed a global kinetic analysis for all systems based

on the model S2 - S1 - S0*- S0. Relaxation processes of S1
and S0* molecules were considered in terms of time-dependent

spectra for the species involved. A time-independent S2
spectrum suffices for b-carotenes because of its very short

lifetime. At this point, we would like to briefly discuss, why

this type of kinetic modeling has been used and is advanta-

geous for describing the photoinduced dynamics of carotenes.

Consider, as one example, models of the type S2 - S1* -

S1 - S0 used previously to account for the presence of

relaxation processes within S1.
17,38 It is immediately clear that

such a model cannot be an accurate representation of the

photoinduced dynamics because a part of the S1* molecules

also directly relax to S0 by IC without populating the relaxed

S1. One could improve this by extending the kinetic scheme by

another step S1* - S0 and assuming e.g. the same IC lifetime

as for S1 - S0. Still the major drawback then is that a single

static spectrum is assigned to S1* which is physically unrealistic:

It is obvious that, depending on the degree of intramolecular

relaxation, the spectrum of S1 must change with time. The

same consideration also holds for vibrationally ‘‘hot’’ mole-

cules in a given electronic state, where their population has a

continuously varying spectrum depending on their internal

vibrational excess energy,39,40 as well as for excited electronic

states exhibiting solvation dynamics, where e.g. the emission

of an S1 state having a large dipole moment shows a consider-

able transient red-shift, often accompanied by a corresponding

transient blue-shift of S1 ESA features, such as observed

in terminally carbonyl-substituted carotenoids and other

molecules.25,41 One reasonable way to account for such effects

is to introduce a time-dependence for the spectrum of a given

electronic species. This way, effects such as intra-electronic-

state dynamics and solvation are taken care of by the time-

dependent spectrum, whereas the whole population in this

electronic state is at the same time subject to inter-electronic-

state relaxation due to e.g. IC. An approximation in such a

treatment is that a single IC time constant is assigned to all

molecules in the given electronic state, regardless of the degree

of relaxation. It is well-known that e.g. IC time constants can

change with molecular excess energy,42 so the IC time

constants from such a kinetic treatment should be interpreted

as an average value for the whole population distribution. The

concept of time-dependent spectra has been widely used in the

modeling of band shifts in solvation dynamics25,41,43 and is

here applied to b-carotene derivatives.

During the kinetic modeling of the current study, no

indications for the involvement of electronic states other than

S2, S1 and S0 have been found, which is in agreement with

earlier studies on C40 carotenoids.
6,14,22,37,44–48 Specifically, we

(and also others37) could not confirm the presence of several

pronounced oscillations for b-carotene in n-hexane on ultra-

short time scales, which was reported as indication for strong

coupling with the 11Bu
� state.49 For the cold S0 species we

used the steady-state S0 - S2 absorption spectrum, which was

kept fixed. The S2, S1 and S0* spectra were represented by a

sum of Gaussian functions to accurately describe the transient

PSCP features. As shown previously by us in temperature-

dependent steady-state absorption experiments, vibrationally

‘‘hot’’ S0* carotene spectra are broader than the room

temperature spectrum and show additional features at longer

wavelengths.6 The coherent Raman response of the carotenes

was incorporated by a separate spectrum appearing and

disappearing with the cross-correlation time. Weak contri-

butions of the pure solvent around t = 0 were subtracted

from the PSCP spectra prior to kinetic analysis.

Fig. 5 shows the optimized spectra for the different

electronic species of 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene (top) and

b-carotene (bottom). A time-independent spectrum was suffi-

cient to describe the spectral features of S2. It is characterized

by stimulated emission in the 490–630 nm region. For

b-carotene, this part of the transient PSCP spectrum resembles

the inverted broadband fluorescence spectrum reported

previously (considering a factor 1/n2).37 In addition, we clearly

see S2 - Sn ESA to the red and blue of the SE. The S1 spectra

show a characteristic time dependence which will be discussed

below. The hot transient S0* spectra will be dealt with later on.

Table 1 Summary of global analysis results for 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene (1) and b-carotene (2) in organic solvents

Carotene Solvent lpump/nm tCC
a/fs t(S2 - S1)

b/fs trelax(S1)
c/fs t(S1 - S0*)

b/ps t(S0* - S0)
d/ps

1 Acetone 485 59 180 200 9.3 10.4
1 n-Hexane 485 60 170 390 9.2 10.4
2 Acetone 485 62 170 510 9.0 11.5
2 n-Hexanee 487 55 160 630 8.7 11.9
2 THF 500 59 160 560 9.1 10.4

a Pump–probe intensity cross-correlation of the experiment. b Internal conversion (IC) time constants. c Time constant for blue-shifting and

narrowing of the S1 - Sn ESA band. d Time constant for vibrational relaxation in the ground electronic state due to collisions with the

solvent. e From ref. 6.
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We extract a time constant of 180 fs for the S2 - S1 decay of

13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene in acetone and 170 fs for the

corresponding experiment in n-hexane. The values are close

to those of b-carotene: 170 fs in acetone (Fig. 4), 160 fs in

n-hexane6 and 160 fs in THF, the latter one being also in

agreement with data from ref. 37. Similar observations were

made for the S1 - S0* IC time constant, which is known to be

sensitive to the effective conjugation length.3 It is practically

identical and almost solvent-independent for both species: 9.3

and 9.2 ps for 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene in acetone and

n-hexane, respectively, 9.0, 8.7 and 9.1 ps for b-carotene in

acetone, n-hexane and THF, respectively. This observation

leads us to one of the central questions of the current

investigations: why is there only a weak influence on the IC

lifetimes although the substitution on the polyene backbone

has changed quite considerably? It appears as if there is almost

no change in effective conjugation length when the 13,130-

substituents are changed from methyl to phenyl. We will

address this point below with the aid of DFT/TDDFT-TDA

calculations.

The 512 kinetic traces for all systems are well described by

the global analysis, and four representative examples are found

in Fig. 6 for 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene in acetone, representing

the GSB (440 nm) and ESA regions (545, 655 and 760 nm).

Each panel also shows the contributions of the individual

species S2 (red), S1 (blue), S0* (magenta) and S0 (green).

4.4 Relaxation processes in S1

We will now take a closer look at the time-dependence of the

S1 spectra in Fig. 5. For b-carotene, such a spectral change has

been noticed previously.6,38,50–54 We observe an analogous

behavior for 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene, however on a much

faster timescale.

Interestingly, the S1 band of the diphenyl derivative is

broader than for b-carotene. The spectral evolution is qualita-

tively similar. Our global analysis involving time-dependent S1
spectra provides fine details of the narrowing and blue-shifting

of the S1 - Sn band. In both cases we find an isosbestic point

(at ca. 585 nm for 1 and 570 nm for 2). Notable is also a tail

reaching into the UV, which is due to an additional weak

S1 - Sn+1 transition. Most strikingly, S1 relaxation of

13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene is much faster (200 and 390 fs in

acetone and n-hexane, respectively) than in b-carotene
(510 and 630 fs). Also, relaxation in acetone is faster than in

n-hexane. The value for b-carotene in n-hexane is in satisfac-

tory agreement with the results of Mathies and co-workers in

cyclohexane (400–470 fs) determined by femtosecond time-

resolved stimulated Raman spectroscopy53 and also transient

absorption experiments.14,52 The type of spectral evolution is

consistent with intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR)

processes in S1 after IC from S2 superimposed by considerably

slower intermolecular energy transfer from S1 to the solvent.

The results suggest that the IVR process in S1 is influenced

by intramolecular and intermolecular effects: The replacement

of the two methyl groups by phenyls close to the center of the

polyene backbone reduces the IVR time constant by about a

factor of two. One reasonable interpretation could be that

‘‘rigid’’ torsions (methyls) are replaced by ‘‘floppy’’ torsions

(phenyls) with lower vibrational frequency. Such types of

Fig. 5 Spectra of the different species obtained from global kinetic

analysis for (A) 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene and (B) b-carotene in

acetone, see Fig. 3 and 4 for the respective transient PSCP spectra.

(Solid lines, right side): transient S1 spectra at 0.15 (black line), 0.20,

0.40, 0.60, 0.80, 1.0 (grey lines) and 2.0 ps (green line). (Red solid line)

S0* spectrum at 15 ps. (Blue dashed line) steady-state absorption

spectrum for S0 at 298.15 K. (Black dotted line) spectrum of S2.

Fig. 6 Kinetic traces for 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene in acetone at

four representative probe wavelengths (440, 545, 655 and 760 nm):

(J) Experimental PSCP data from Fig. 3; (black line) simulation

results from global kinetic analysis with individual contributions from

S2 (red line), S1 (blue line), S0* (magenta line) and S0 (green line).
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substitution are known to accelerate IVR.55 In addition, the

solvent can play an important role. For instance, in time-

resolved pump–probe experiments on benzene in 1,1,2-trichloro-

trifluoroethane and supercritical CO2 a substantial dependence

of IVR time constants on the type and density of the solvent was

found.56,57 In our case, acetone appears to be more efficient than

n-hexane with respect to such ‘‘solvent-mediated’’ IVR. Also, the

solvent effect appears to be more pronounced in the phenyl-

substituted derivative than in b-carotene. It is still not well

understood if static or dynamic solvent effects are responsible

for the observed changes in IVR time constants.56

4.5 Relaxation of the S* state in b-carotene and its

13,130-derivative

There has been considerable debate concerning the origin of

the S* state features, and in Section 4.6 we will therefore

separately discuss this issue in detail, especially with respect to

very recent experiments by other groups, which favor the

excited electronic state hypothesis for S*. Based on the argu-

ments presented below, we are however sure that the S* state

features in transient absorption spectra of carotenes can be

unambiguously assigned to vibrationally hot S0* molecules.6

This must be then a general feature in ultrafast transient

absorption experiments of carotenoids, because S0* molecules

are always produced upon IC from S1. For instance,

b-carotene molecules enter S0 with an excess energy

Z 14 500 cm�1,3 corresponding to a vibrational temperature

of 4490 K.6 In fact, the presence of this channel was already

suggested in the pioneering experiments of Andersson

and Gillbro for macrocarotenes.13 Vibrationally excited S0*

molecules are also observed for 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene.
Fig. 7 shows a comparison in the solvent acetone for

13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene (A) and b-carotene (B). In both

cases, PSCP spectra were averaged at long times (45–60 ps),

when the S1 state has largely decayed by IC and the remaining

spectral signatures are governed by S0*. Typical absorption of

vibrationally excited molecules is seen above 500 nm. The

highly structured bleach region is a consequence of the super-

position of the S0* absorption on the GSB of room-temperature

S0 molecules. Note that the transient S0* spectrum of 13,130-

diphenyl-b-carotene is further shifted to the red, which is

consistent with the clear shift in the room-temperature

steady-state absorption spectrum (Fig. 2).

In the global analysis of the PSCP spectra, S0* can already

be well described by a time-independent hot absorption

spectrum. S0* appears with the IC time constant of S1 and

decays with a time constant of 10–12 ps, depending on the

collisional energy transfer efficiency of the solvent. Still, with a

time-independent S0* spectrum, there remain small systematic

differences, specifically in the hot band region between 500 and

600 nm. For instance, the absorption in this spectral region is

slightly underestimated in the 5–15 ps region. Such deviations

are expected because ‘‘hot’’ spectra in general narrow upon

cooling. An almost perfect fit can therefore be obtained by

including a time dependence of the S0* spectrum in terms of a

time-dependent change of the amplitude in the hot band

region with the same S0* decay time constants as mentioned

above. Fig. 5 shows a typical S0* spectrum at 15 ps. In Fig. 8,

representative spectra for 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene (A) and

b-carotene (B) in acetone at 30 ps are displayed which clearly

Fig. 7 Transient PSCP absorption spectra in acetone at long times

bearing the spectral signature of not yet fully relaxed S0* molecules

(red lines) for (A) 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene and (B) b-carotene. Each
spectrum was the result of averaging PSCP spectra (Fig. 3 and 4) over

the time range 45–60 ps. For comparison, the steady-state absorption

spectra (blue dashed lines) were inverted and rescaled.

Fig. 8 Result of the global kinetic analysis for the transient PSCP

spectrum in acetone (open circles) at 30 ps for (A) 13,130-diphenyl-b-
carotene and (B) b-carotene. Simulation result (black line) with

individual contributions from S1 (blue line), S0* (magenta line), S0
(green line), and S2 (red line).
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show how the individual contributions of S1, S0* and S0 add

up to the resulting PSCP spectrum, leading to the character-

istic strongly modulated bleach structure and the S0* shoulder

to the blue of the S1 absorption. In the context of these findings

we also consider earlier studies of Motzkus and co-workers.14,15

They suggested that S* in b-carotene homologues is the

vibrationally excited S0 state, which is generated by impulsive

stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS) via S2. In our experi-

ments, such an ISRS mechanism would instantaneously

generate S0* carotenes with low vibrational excess energy

(ca. 1000 cm�1). This excess energy is expected to be quickly

dissipated by collisions with the solvent, and certainly much more

quickly than for molecules following the S2 - S1 - S0* - S0
pathway. The latter ones start relaxing in the vibrational S0
manifold with much higher initial energy. We thus conclude

that the contribution of ISRS-prepared molecules to the ‘‘hot’’

spectral features in Fig. 7 will be negligible, see also below. In

addition, we could also find no indications in the PSCP spectra

for an instantaneous rise of S0* features at early times.

4.6 Further support for S* being the vibrationally hot ground

electronic state S0*

We believe that we have accumulated comprehensive evidence

that S* is indeed the vibrationally excited ground electronic

state S0*. In another key study, we have measured tempera-

ture-dependent steady-state absorption spectra OD(l,T) for

b-carotene in n-hexane solution.6 From these we could directly

extract differential absorption spectra DOD(l,hEi) of vibra-

tionally excited b-carotene molecules in S0 with well-defined

average vibrational excess energies hEi up to 2144 cm�1. These

differential spectra bear all features assigned to the S* state

in ultrafast transient absorption experiments, namely an

increased absorption on the red edge of the room-temperature

S0 - S2 absorption as well as a strongly modulated structure

in the bleach region. Both types of features can be easily

understood, because additional vibrational excitation leads to

a decrease of band peaks, an increase of absorption valleys as

well as considerable broadening on the red band edge. As

shown above, exactly the same spectral signatures are found in

the transient differential spectra of ultrafast PSCP experiments

of b-carotene derivatives in solution at long delay times, when

IC from S1 has largely ceased and most of the molecules are in

S0. The same signatures are also present in the transient

spectra at earlier times (with larger amplitude),6 which

suggests that they are due to S0* molecules, originally formed

with Z 14 500 cm�1 excess energy3 upon IC from S1. Signa-

tures of hot S0* molecules have been first noticed by Andersson

and Gillbro, see e.g. their Fig. 5b and 6b in ref. 13. Later on,

Motzkus and co-workers, employing much shorter pump

pulse durations, demonstrated the presence of S0* state mole-

cules and proposed the aforementioned ISRS pathway for

their formation.14,15 Very recently, Materny and co-workers

have identified S0* relaxation of b-carotene in benzene by

pump-DFWM spectroscopy with a time constant of 12.7 ps, in

good agreement with our value of 11.9 ps in n-hexane. It is

however important to note that very recent studies have

argued against the assignment of S* to the vibrationally hot

ground electronic state.11,12,17 It is therefore necessary to

discuss these experiments in the following and show that they

do not contradict our S0* assignment.

We start with the study of Larsen and co-workers:12a They

found that narrowband (50 cm�1) and broadband excitation

(1000 cm�1) of b-carotene in 3-methylpentane leads to indis-

tinguishable transient spectra. On that basis, Larsen et al.

ruled out that an ISRS mechanism can be operative. We can

easily estimate the expected change in optical density in their

experiments based on our previously-recorded temperature-

dependent steady-state absorption spectra (magenta and red

lines in Fig. 1 of ref. 6): Adding an excess energy of 1000 cm�1

(Larsen’s broadband case) to the entire room-temperature

population will result in a change in OD of about 1%. Now

an ISRS process can only dump a fraction of the molecules

back to the ground electronic state. Estimating an ISRS

efficiency of 10% in their experiments, we arrive at a change

in OD of 10�3 due to the ISRS contribution, so e.g. 0.1 mOD

for a bleach of 100 mOD in a transient absorption experiment.

Such a small change will be undetectable when considering the

overlap with other spectral features appearing in this wave-

length region such as S2 - S0 stimulated emission, carotenoid

and solvent Raman contributions at early times and the

quickly-growing strong S1 - Sn absorption at later times.

That means that the 1000 cm�1 wide pump pulse in Larsen’s

study is simply spectrally not broad enough to induce any

appreciable ISRS contribution.

In the same study, Larsen and co-workers also argued that

formation of S0* by IC from S1 can be discarded on the basis

of previous pump–deplete–probe experiments of the van

Grondelle group.58 We first note that the data presented in

Fig. 5 of their paper, which is taken for their main argument of

‘‘near-uniform depletion’’, actually show the opposite: for the

given normalization in that paper about 35% depletion in the

bleach (450 nm), 10% depletion in the ‘‘S* shoulder’’ (530 nm)

and even no depletion at the peak of the S1 absorption

(550 nm). Secondly, it is well-known that the SE of C40

carotenoids in the region of the dump pulse (550 nm) is

overlapped by S2 - Sn absorption,6,11,22 so the experiment

is certainly not a pure pump–deplete–probe but at the same

time also a pump–repump–probe experiment. Repumping S2
population will access higher Sn states which either quickly

relax to S1 or might even partially lead to ionization of the

carotenoid,59,60 both distorting the transient spectra. Also,

following up on the argument based on our steady-state

absorption spectra in the ISRS case above, an excess energy

of 6800 cm�1 for their dumped population corresponds to a

change of ca. 10% in OD if all the population would be

dumped. Unfortunately, the actual fraction of dumped mole-

cules was not specified by Larsen et al. so if we assume again a

fraction of 10%, then we end up with a change in OD of 10�2

(e.g. 1 mOD for an initial bleach of 100 mOD) which will be

the gain of S* population by dumping, again too small to be

detected in the experiment. Taking all of these arguments

together, it is clear that the data of Larsen’s group do not

contradict the assignment of S* to S0*.

In another experiment, Christensson et al. performed

two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy of b-carotene in

benzonitrile.11 Results were interpreted in terms of a model

assuming a kinetic scheme, where branching from S2 populates
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the two distinct electronic states S1 and S*. Both states were

assumed to be populated with the same time constant of 150 fs.

A kinetic model considering S* preparation as a hot ground

state by IC from S1 was not taken into account. Unfortu-

nately, the 2D technique in that specific implementation

correlated only a narrow spectral range (508–588 nm), which

is roughly one-sixth of the energy range covered in the current

and previous PSCP experiments.6,37 Most importantly, the

complete bleach region from 350–500 nm containing the

characteristic bleach structure was not covered by the 2D

study. However, the spectral features in this region actually

provide the key arguments for assigning S* as the hot ground

state species S0* formed by IC from S1. We also note that the

2D transient spectra were only recorded up to a delay time of

400 fs, so the fairly slow build-up of S0* via IC from S1 (see our

Fig. 6) could not be detected. Our PSCP data suggest that in

this early time range the ESA in this spectral region is strongly

dominated by S1. This is actually consistent with the finding of

the 2D study that all spectral ESA features in this region

increase with the same time constant of roughly 150 fs, which

is at the same time in agreement with our 160 fs IC time for

S2 - S1. Therefore, we see no contradiction between the 2D

data and our assignment of S* to S0*. It is desirable that

future 2D experiments can be extended to a considerably

wider wavelength range with an additional analysis of such

data in the framework of the S0*-based model applied in our

current study.

Most recently, Holzwarth and co-workers reported

transient absorption experiments for b-carotene in several

solvents.17 They assigned S* time constants 410 ps from

previous studies to impurities, yet, the sample purity in their

study appears to be comparable to e.g. that in Frank’s and our

experiments, when inspecting the very low absorption in the

cis-peak region in all these experiments.6,8 Unfortunately, the

transient pump–probe spectra in the range 470–700 nm of

Holzwarth’s study suffer from limited spectral coverage in the

GSB region. Therefore, similar to the case of the 2D experi-

ments, an analysis of the important bleach region from 470 nm

down to 350 nm is missing in their study. Once again, it must

be emphasized that this region provides the key spectral

fingerprints for identifying S* as the vibrationally hot ground

electronic state S0* both in steady-state and ultrafast transient

absorption experiments. Finally, a simplified sequential

relaxation scheme was employed in Holzwarth’s study, which

e.g. does not include IC from vibrationally unrelaxed S1*

states to S0 (see Section 4.3). Taking all these arguments into

account, it is understandable that direct detection of S0* was

not possible in Holzwarth’s experiments.

4.7 Impact of phenyl ring substitution at the polyene backbone

of b-carotene—Comparison with DFT/TDDFT-TDA

calculations

We would finally like to answer the question why 13,130-

diphenyl-b-carotene and b-carotene show similar photophysical

properties, specifically a small difference of the S0 - S2(0–0)

transition energy and comparable S1 - S0* IC time constants

suggesting similar S1–S0 energy gaps. The interpretation is

aided by our calculations. We note that TDDFT treatments

only consider singly excited configurations, although in

polyenes a substantial amount of double excitation character

is present, see e.g. the discussion in ref. 32. At present, it is

hard to judge, how severely this approximation affects the

results. The application of more sophisticated methods to the

systems of the current work (e.g. extended-ADC(2), see ref. 32)

is however currently out of reach.

For S0 we find that both carotenes feature an s-cis orienta-

tion of the two b-ionone rings with a dihedral angle (5–6–7–8)

of 45.91 for 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene and 46.61 for b-carotene.
The angle of each phenyl plane with respect to the plane of the

polyene system at the respective part of the backbone is 1111.

The tilt angle of the two phenyl planes with respect to each

other is 44.41. We also calculated energy profiles for phenyl

rotation in the ground and excited electronic states. Results for

S0, S1 and S2 are included in the ESIz (Fig. S3). In all states the

potential is rather shallow and increases steeply toward 0 and

1801, reaching barrier heights of ca. 40–50 kJ mol�1. There is

an additional barrier around 901 which is very small in S0
(ca. 0.8 kJ mol�1) and a bit larger in S1 (4.3 kJ mol�1) and S2
(5.3 kJ mol�1). In a 300 K experiment in solution, both phenyl

rings will therefore show larger amplitude librations, but they

will not be able to surmount the barriers at 01 and 1801. In the

S0 minimum energy structure, the phenyls are slightly tilted

toward the plane of the polyene system, suggesting a minor

amount of stabilization through conjugation. Consequently,

we ascribe the small barrier at 901 in S0, S1 and S2 to a loss of

stabilization because the weak extension of the conjugation

onto the phenyl rings is broken. Also, a tilt toward 01 and 1801

is not favorable due to steric repulsions with the H atoms at

the polyene chain. We note that at 901 the difference in barrier

height between the S0 and S2 states is on the same order as the

observed red-shift of the experimental electronic absorption

bands of 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene relative to b-carotene. It
is therefore reasonable to assume that this effect is mostly due

to a slightly larger ‘‘effective conjugation length’’ in the excited

states of the diphenyl derivative.

The S0 structure also explains the characteristic experi-

mental 1H-NMR up-field shifts for the protons adjacent to

the phenyl rings (see Fig. S1 and Table S1 in the ESIz). These
are caused by the close-to-perpendicular configuration of the

phenyl ring planes with respect to the polyene backbone

resulting in a ring-current effect.

The predicted difference for the S0 - S2 transition energy of

b-carotene and the diphenyl derivative is 147 cm�1 (BLYP),

367 cm�1 (B3LYP) and 160 cm�1 (SVWN), see Table 2 and

Tables S3 and S4 in the ESI,z compared to the extrapolated

experimental gas-phase value of ca. 400 cm�1. While the

experimental value is underestimated by all three methods,

the qualitative trend of observing a weak red-shift (in agreement

with experiment) is obviously independent of the functional

used, and therefore very robust.

The calculated oscillator strength ratio (13,130-diphenyl-b-
carotene : b-carotene) for this transition varies between

1.05 : 1 (BLYP, SVWN) and 1 : 1 (B3LYP). In the experi-

ment, one finds ca. 0.8 : 1, so the trend is different. The reason

for this is not entirely clear. Closer inspection of the calculated

oscillator strength for the S0 - S2 transition shows that it is

reduced by up to 10% when configurations with more strongly
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tilted phenyl rings are sampled due to thermal motion. The

remaining difference might be a result of the general short-

coming of the TDDFT calculations, which only account for

singly excited configurations, whereas these systems are known

to possess substantial double excitation character.32

Detachment–attachment electron density plots61 for 13,130-

diphenyl-b-carotene are shown in Fig. 9 for the five lowest

excited singlet states (BLYP), for a listing of transition

energies and oscillator strengths see Table S3. Results for

the B3LYP and SVWN functionals can be found in Table 2

and Table S4 (ESIz). The plots suggest that for the S1 and S2
states electron density is mainly rearranged within the polyene

p-system. Using a lower cut-off value for plotting the iso-

surfaces in Fig. 9 shows that a very small amount of electron

density is transferred to the two phenyl rings. A pronounced

involvement of the two phenyls is observed only starting from

S5. It is therefore understandable why phenyl substitution at

the polyene backbone has a rather small influence on the

S0 - S2 steady-state absorption spectrum and the S2 - S1
and S1 - S0* IC dynamics.

We also note that the IC processes from S2 and S1 are

believed to proceed via conical intersections:62 The ‘‘bond-

alternation coordinate’’ (lengthening of CQC bonds and

shortening of C–C bonds) of the carotene backbone is likely

involved. Such an internal adjustment of the polyene bond

lengths neither changes the overall ‘‘molecular size’’ nor does it

require large amplitude motions such as torsions. In addition,

a second coordinate is needed for the conical intersection,

which is likely a local planar distortion, again requiring

relatively small geometry alterations.62 Therefore, large

amplitude motions of the phenyl substituents are probably

less important.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the transition energies

are in reasonable agreement with data for related C40

carotenoids, such as zeaxanthin, having the same type of

backbone conjugation.63

5. Conclusions

We have presented a comprehensive study of a newly-

synthesized artificial b-carotene derivative, in which the

methyl groups at the 13- and 130-positions of the polyene

chain were replaced by phenyl rings. We note that these type of

phenyl substituted carotenes have a particular high thermal

stability and can be stored at 0 1C under an inert gas

atmosphere for one year without evidence for trans–cis

isomerization or decomposition. Obviously the additional

steric congestion makes isomerization processes more difficult.

The impact of this substitution on the photophysical proper-

ties is fairly weak: a small (ca. 400 cm�1) red-shift of the

S0 - S2 steady-state and S1 - Sn transient absorption

spectra, basically no change in the S2 - S1 and S1 - S0*

internal conversion time constants, much faster IVR time

constants for the hot S1 state and also the presence of the S*

‘‘state’’. The S* difference absorption spectrum shows very

sharp bleach and broad absorption features which must be

assigned to the absorption of vibrationally hot S0* molecules

on top of a bleach generated by the originally excited S0
molecules at room temperature. The S0* cooling time constant

of 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene is close to that of b-carotene
(Table 1) and does not very appreciably in the solvents

studied. We have discussed in detail why this interpretation

is in agreement with the existing literature on S*.

As highlighted by the DFT/TDDFT-TDA calculations, all

the experimental findings can be consistently explained by the

close-to-perpendicular orientation of the two phenyl rings with

respect to the polyene backbone. As a result, only a small

amount of electron density is transferred to the phenyl groups

in the energetically lowest electronically excited states S1 and

S2, leaving them mostly in a spectator role of the photoinduced

dynamics in the conjugated polyene backbone. This behavior

Table 2 Gas-phase transition energies E, transition wavelengths l
and oscillator strengths f from TDDFT-TDA calculations (B3LYP
6-31+G*) for the first five excited singlet states of 13,130-diphenyl-b-
carotene and b-carotene. Note that in the case of the B3LYP
functional, the bright 11Bu

+ state (‘‘S1’’) is energetically below the
dark 21Ag

� state (‘‘S2’’), compare e.g. also ref. 63. BLYP and SVWN
provide the correct ordering (see ESIz)

State

13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene b-carotene

E/eV l/nm f E/eV l/nm f

S1 2.34 530 5.4 2.39 520 5.4
S2 2.59 479 0.0 2.63 471 0.0
S3 3.21 386 0.3 3.27 379 0.4
S4 3.39 365 0.0 3.45 359 0.0
S5 3.52 352 0.1 3.69 336 0.3

Fig. 9 Detachment (red) and attachment (blue) electron density plots

for the lowest five excited singlet states of 13,130-diphenyl-b-carotene
(BLYP functional).
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might open up interesting applications of these types of

molecules as thermally stable building blocks for longer

conjugated systems such as conducting molecular wires, where

the photophysical properties are approximately retained. Such

systems are being currently developed and characterized.18
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